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Queen! Hermione! is! unjustly! accused! in! an! open! trial! by! the! jealous! storm! of! her!













This! renewed! hope! is! brought! back! to! Sicily! at! the! end! of! the! play! where! Leontes!
discards! his! tyrannical! resolve! and! his! blind! jealousy! causing! the! lifelike! statue! of!
Hermione!to!morph!into!the!living,!breathing!woman!Leontes!loves!so!much.!!Given!the!
heightened! emotions! present! in! this! classic! play! and! the! lessons! that! can! be! learned!
about!the!trust!and!forgiveness!through!love,!this!tragicomedy!still!has!strong!relevance!
today.!This!spring!2010!University!of!South!Carolina’s!department!of!Theatre!and!Dance!
production! of! The! Winters! Tale! would! take! place! in! the! proscenium! space,! Drayton!
Theatre.!!!
Guest!director!Kathleen!Conlin,!Associate!Artistic!Director!at!Utah!Shakespeare!
Festival,! saw! the!world! of!The!Winter’s! Tale! as! being! shiny,! shimmering! and!magical.!!
Kathleen!reminded!the!design!team!that!we!would!be!telling!a!story!to!the!audience!at!
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all! times,! and! that! the! production! should! maintain! a! level! of! awareness! to! this!
throughout.!!As!she!said,!“the!audience!is!here!to!be!told!a!tale.”!!
One! of! the! first! challenges! in! The! Winter’s! Tale! was! with! the! Shakespearian!
language!barrier.! !The!use!of! iambic!pentameter!coupled!with! the!Elizabethan!English!
makes! the! script! harder! to! understand.! ! This!meant! that!more! readings! of! the! script!
would! be! necessary,! as! well! as! writing! detailed! notes! into! the! script.! ! ! The! complex!
emotions! and! storyline! that! are! present! in! any! Shakespeare! play! are! a! challenge! to!
properly! support! in! the! lighting! design.! ! The! lighting! should! enhance! without!
overpowering!any!given!scene.!!
! After! reading! the! play! a! few! times! I! was! just! scratching! at! the! surface! of! the!
script.!!I!saw!the!play!as!a!simple!straightforward!story,!with!a!fully!realistic!setting!and!




One! fundamental! error! made! was! that! I! chose! to! limit! my! early! pictorial!
research.! ! I! felt! that! too!many! images,! and! too!much! knowledge! of! past! productions!
might!lead!me!down!the!wrong!path.!!This!left!me!with!a!reduced!knowledge!of!the!play!












Even! with! the! minimal! research,! ideas! about! what! the! two! different! worlds!














there! should! be! a! level! of! magic,! wonder,! and! extreme! artistic! beauty! to! everything!
presented.!!Kathleen!inspired!me!to!build!new!layers!into!my!early!design!ideas!for!the!













This! research! really! could!have!and! should!have!been!started!prior! to!meeting!
with!the!director.!!It!is!not!necessary!to!have!knowledge!of!the!directors!design!concept!
specific!to!the!production!to!know!what!emotion!is!taking!place!on!stage!throughout!the!









the! process.! ! This! is! a! personality! and! identity! flaw! in! myself! that! would! resurface!
several!times.!!Having!ideas!of!what!the!show!may!look!like!is!far!better!than!not!having!
any!ideas!about!the!show,!which!I!had!mistaken!for!being!openZminded.!!I!will!need!to!
come!with! lots!of! ideas!developed!from!research!and!be!open!minded!to!the! ideas!of!








had!suggested!Francis!Bacon’s!work! in!particular! for!Hermione’s!trial!scene!and! it!was!
very! clear! that! paintings! such! as! Study! after! Velazquez! were! exactly! the! imagery! we!
would! like! to! be! creating! on! stage.! The! emotions! evoked! by! the! painting! are! exactly!
what!Hermione’s!trial!scene!should!feel!like.!!The!vertical!lines!representing!prison!bars!
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and! chains! support! the! emotion! of! entrapment.! ! The! scream! of! agony! on! the! face!
reflects!the!emotions!of!fear!and!sadness!during!that!scene.! !Finding!works!crafted!by!
other!visual!artists!was!particularly!effective.!!Their!deliberate!use!of!light!and!emotion!
















show!was!seeking!something! that!would!be!present! in!both!of! the!created!worlds.! ! It!
became!clear!that!the!sense!of!beauty!and!magic!was!present!in!both.!!It!would!also!be!
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effective! to!unify! the!production!by!using! this!magical! overlay.! !DurandZHollis’!Winter!
Breeze! Brushes! evoked! the! style! of! magic! and! wonder! that! should! be! present!
throughout!the!show.!!Since!it!does!not!specifically!belong!to!one!world!or!the!other,!it!


















how! to! assist! in! emphasizing! these! emotions.! In! one! scene! King! Leontes! of! Sicilia! is!
enraged!with!Hermione!whom!he!falsely!accuses!of!adultery.!!!The!more!he!looks!like!an!
angry! tyrant! the! less! the! audience! is! likely! to! believe! she! is! guilty.! ! The! lighting! can!
support! the! action! by! casting! unnatural! shadows!on! Leontes’! face.! ! This!will! lead! the!
















help! myself! connect! with! the! emotional! content! of! each! scene.! ! I! collaborated! with!
colleagues,!listening!to!many!different!artists!before!finding!selections!that!felt!similar!in!
style!to!what!are!the!central!emotions!to!each!scene.!!Listening!through!several!pieces!
of!each!artist’s!music!until! the!tracks! that!best! fit! took!time!but! this! technique! forced!
me!to!explore!emotional!content!and!discover!more!precisely!what!the!contents!of!each!
scene! were.! Deciding! what! about! each! song! worked! or! didn’t! work! for! each! scene!




on! the! actors! faces,! not! only! the! surrounding! shadows.! ! The! exercise! helped! me! to!
discover!what!worked!and!forced!me!to!think!about!why!it!worked.!!
Another! example! of! music! inspiring! the! lighting! is! where! Paulina! verbally!
disgraces!Leontes.!!The!scene!needs!an!angry!piece!of!music,!like!Paul!Haslinger’s!Anger!












Having! completed!all!of! this! research! it!was! time! to! reZread! the!play,!with! the!
new! ideas! in!mind.! ! Ideas! about!what! the!world! of! Sicilia!would! look! like,!where! the!
emotional! accents! may! need! to! be! and! what! colors! might! work! for! the! different!
locations!in!the!play.!!For!example!the!world!of!Sicilia!would!have!to!be!cold!mirroring!
the! cold! nature! of! Leontes! and! his! tyrannical! actions! toward! his! wife.! ! The! world! of!
Bohemia! being! wild! and! sometimes! savage! brings! to! mind! lush! greenery! and! fierce!
orange!sunsets.!!I!did!not!however,!take!the!time!to!write!all!of!these!ideas!down!in!an!




physical!world!of! the!play.! ! The!way! the! set!had! significant!mass!and!yet!allowed! the!
audience!to!see!through!it!as!if!it!were!an!open!courtyard!or!large!palaceZlike!interior.!
The! twenty! foot! tall! set! forced! the! lighting! positions! to! be! very! high! up.! ! The!
sides! of! the! set!meant! that! traditional! sidelight! could! not! be! used! as! the! set! almost!

















mistake! partially! emanated! from! the! lack! of! early! research.! ! Sufficient! research! and!
more! importantly,! better!organization!would!have! led! to! stronger! choices! throughout!
the!design.!








A! unique! aspect! to! this! production! of! The! Winter’s! Tale! was! the! use! of!
projections.!!This!brought!additional!complexities!for!lighting!to!coZordinate!with.!!After!
seeing! the! projections! and! discussing! with! projection/scenic! designer,! Professor! Nic!
Ularu,! what! the! projections! would! look! like! I! had! a! much! better! sense! of! when! the!
lighting!would!be!the!dominant!visual!element!and!when!the!lighting!should!pull!back!so!
that!the!projections!could!be!the!dominant!visual!element.! !Sound!would!also!need!to!
be! integrated! into! the! performance! and! as! such! I! worked! closely! with! the! sound!
designer,! Professor!Walter! Clissen,! who! provided!me!with! a! digital! file! copies! of! the!
soundscape! he! was! creating! in! his! design.! ! Access! to! these! files! proved! to! save!
significant! time! in! technical! rehearsals.! ! The! opening! of! the! show! featured! a! long!
soundscape! and! the! lighting!was! preZprogrammed! using! the! exact! sounds! and! timing!
that!we!would!be!using!for!the!production.!I!also!met!with!the!costume!designer,!MFA!
candidate!April!Brown!where!we!discussed!what!the!costumes!would!look!like!including!
what! the! differences! between! Sicilian! and! Bohemian! costumes! would! be! and! what!
colors!she!was!planning!on!using.!!
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During! the! loadZin!and! the! focus! time,! it!became!apparent! that!not!enough!of!
the!available!lighting!resources!had!been!assigned!to!accentuating!the!set.!!With!the!set!












is! restored! to! Sicily! once! again.! ! It! is! a! particularly! challenging!moment! because! the!
script! is! unclear! as! to! if! Hermione’s! statue! really! does! come! to! life! or! if! Hermione’s!
death!was!faked!to!punish!Leontes!and!protect!Hermione!until!this!moment.!!Our!intent!
was!to!over!time!make!it!extraordinarily!bright!to!create!a!magical!and!almost!blinding!
effect.! ! We! did! not! intend! for! the! audience! to! believe! that! Hermione! was! alive! the!




Another!moment! discussed! in! this!meeting!was! the! scene!where! Time! addresses! the!
audience! to! inform! them! of! the! sixteen! years! passing! and! our! location! change! to!













When! it! came!to!preparing! for! the!paper! tech,! it!was!very! important! to!me! to!
have!planned!out!my!cues,!not!only!for!the!onstage!blocking!and!action,!but!also!to!very!
subtly! emphasize! the! emotions! taking! place! on! stage.! ! This! meeting! was! between!
myself,! the! sound! designer,! the! stage! manager,! the! director! and! the! scenic! and!
projection! designer.! ! The! paper! tech! allows! the! designers,! the! director! and! the! stage!
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manager!to!discuss!placement!of!cues!in!the!hopes!that!prior!to!technical!rehearsals!we!
can! talk! through! the! technical! elements! of! the! show! and! collaborate! about!where! to!
place!cues.!!The!goal!is!to!speed!up!the!technical!rehearsals!by!making!decisions!early.!!I!
added!each!and!every!cue!I!might!need!into!the!production,!placing!even!the!subtlest!of!










possible!before! technical!but!not! if! those!decisions! lead! to! several!more! changes!and!
decisions!during!technicals.!
It! quickly! became! apparent! going! into! the! technical! rehearsals! that! I! had! not!
taken!enough!time!to!prepare.!!Compounding!this!lack!of!preparation!with!having!more!
instruments! in!the!air!than!I!had!ever!previously!had,! I! felt!at!a! loss!to!find!everything!
and!quickly!became!overwhelmed.!!Once!I!had!accepted!the!situation,!put!my!pride!to!
one! side!and!gathered!my! thoughts! I! started!working! step!by! step! through! the! show.!!
The!process!would!be!frustrating!but!there!was!no!going!back!and!the!only!way!forward!
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was! to! work! through! the! show.! ! This! was! an! important! lesson! to! learn.! ! It! was! also!
becoming!obvious!that!lighting!and!projections!had!not!come!together!early!enough!to!
solidify!when!the! lighting!would!need!yield!to!projection.! ! ! I!constantly!had!to!remove!
lights! from! cues! where! projections! would! be.! ! The!mistake! in! this! situation! was! not!

























had!originally!been!envisioned!was!a!difficult!pill! to!swallow.! ! It!was!still!early!enough!







knowing! as!much! if! not!more! than! the! director! about! the! show.! ! The! importance! of!
knowing!what!every!light!you!hang!does!and!thinking!through!where!each!light!is!hung!
and!how!is!intended!to!be!used.!!I!learned!a!lot!about!how!to!make!a!channel!list.!!That!





requirements! will! be!met.!When! you! place! the! instruments! on! the! plot,! you! already!
know!where!they!will!be!because,! that!decision!has!already!been!made! in!making!the!
channel!list.!
I! learned!a! lot!about! the! important!way! side! lighting,! affects! the!human!body,!






























! ! ! ! ! ! ZBella,!Big!Love!
!
Fifty!sisters!from!Greece!come!to!the!beautiful!Italian!shoreline.!!They!are!fleeing!









property!by! telling! the! story!of! these! refugee!women!on! the! run! from! their! arranged!
marriages.! ! The! play! explores! the! idea! of! dysfunctional! relationships! and! how! it’s!
possible!to!make!an!arranged!marriage!work.!!We!see!this!in!the!characters!of!Nikos!and!
Lydia!who!with!sufficient!effort!and!respect!for!the!other!are!the!only!of!the!cousins!to!
be! happily! married.! ! Although! in! western! culture! arranged! marriage! is! no! longer!
common,! the! play! is! still! relevant! as! the! characters! either! seek! to! uphold! the!

















at! a! rock! concert! and! music! would! be! pivotal! to! this! play.! ! Chris! saw! the! show! as!
designer’s!wet! dream,! and! that!we! should! feel! as! free! and! crazy! as! possible! at! every!





fabrics! and! pastel! color! choices!would! allow! the! lighting! to! color! the! costumes!when!
appropriate.! !To!my!detriment!however,! I!had!not!solidified! ideas!and!concepts!about!
the!play!as!diligently!as!she!had.! !We!had!seen!the!finished!scenic!design!the!previous!
day,! so! the! only! topics! for! discussion! for! scenic! were! what! colors! the! set! might! be!
painted!and!what! sort!of! texturing!might!be!applied! to! the! floor.! !At! this!point! in! the!
process!I!was!not!vocal!enough.!!My!concerns!about!the!set!being!painted!grey!with!the!
premise! that! the! lighting!should!be! left! to!color! the!world!and!bring! the!vibrancy!and!
brilliance!to!the!stage!were!not!shared!with!the!team.!!This!was!a!mistake!as!the!lighting!
was! never! truly! able! to! turn! the! grey! set! into! the! beautiful! pastel! Italian! summer!
afternoon! we! had! envisioned.! ! Had! I! expressed! my! concerns! it! is! likely! that! further!
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discussion! would! have! led! to! better! choices! about! color! with! the! limitations! of! the!
lighting!more! in!mind.! !Had!my! research!been!developed! into! solidified! ideas!prior! to!
these!meetings,!my! confidence!would!have!been! sufficient!enough! to!express!myself.!!
Yet!again!the!theme!of!my!problems!from!the!last!show!being!that!as!the!last!designer!
to!bring! something! to! the! table! I!had!a!misconception! that! I!didn’t!need! to!be!at! the!
same!place!in!my!process!as!early!as!everyone!else.!
Prior! to! the! first! two! design! meetings! I! had! trouble! seeing! a! flow! or!
















After! gaining! a! better! grasp! of! the! script! from! the! first! two! design!meetings! I!
went!back!to!my!early!research!and!focused!on!what!this!beautiful!simple,!elegant!Italy!
might!look!like.!!It!was!clear!that!ambers!and!pinks!in!the!lighting!would!be!suggestive!of!
Italy! during! the! day.! ! This! was! the! extent! to! which! I! thought! about! the! play’s! main!
dialogue!scenes.!!!Given!that!these!scenes!make!up!approximately!eighty!per!cent!of!the!
play,! it! is! clear! now! that! I! should! have! given! this! imagery! significantly! more!
consideration!before!progressing!into!researching!the!other!twenty!per!cent!of!the!play.!!













play! meant! that! not! all! concert! lighting! would! make! sense.! ! The! colorful! nature! of!
Phish’s!design!combined!with!the!lighting’s!fluent!integration!into!the!music!made!that!



















to! the!audience.! ! This! idea!was!eventually! rejected!as! the!design! team!decided! to!be!
more!obvious!about!the!way!in!which!we!handled!transitions.!!This!was!one!part!of!the!
process!that!was!successful.!!Being!open!to!change!in!spite!of!having!fully!embraced!an!






Figure!2.4:!!Italy!at!Night!Research! ! Figure!2.5:!!Italy!by!Day!Research! ! !
!
I!began!to!build!in!3D!CAD!software!VectorWorks,!a!three!dimensional!model!of!
the! set.! !Using! the! software! allowed!me! to! explore! the! use! of! lighting! from!different!
angles,!what!different!GOBO’s!might!look!like!and!what!different!colors!might!do!to!the!
set.! ! I!attempted!to!recreate!some!of! the! images!from!my!research.! !Once!sufficiently!
close!to!recreating!the!research!images,!ideas!about!where!to!place!lighting!instruments!
became!clearer.! !This!visualization!technique!solidified!what!lighting!angles,!colors!and!




I! decided! that! the! lighting! instruments! should!be!visible! to! the!audience.! ! This!
would!support!our!creating!a!sense!of!rock!and!roll!lighting!and!serve!to!bring!together!
other!more! theatrically! realistic! lighting.! ! Seeing! the! lighting! instruments! at! all! times!
would! help! keep! the! design! unified.! ! At! the! same! time! I! decided! that! having! haze!
throughout! the!production!would!help!bring! some!rock!and! roll!elements! to! Italy!and!
should!help!unify! the!design.! !Once!again! I!was!making!a! crucial! error!by! focusing!on!
bringing!the!twenty!per!cent!of!the!play!that!existed!in!some!other!world!into!the!eighty!
per!cent! in!Italy,!rather!than!influencing!the!special! looks!with!the!world!of!Italy! itself.!!!






the! play.! ! Instead! of! envisioning! abstract! angular! lighting! beams! I! should! have! been!
focusing!on!using!for!example!warm!sunset!lighting!reflected!off!the!ocean!across!actors!
faces.! ! This!would! have! better! helped! support! the!world! of! the! play.! ! I!was! trying! to!
make!the!lighting!be!its!own!element!and!noticeable,!just!like!at!a!rock!concert.!
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so! that!when!developing! the!channel! list! and!using! in! conjunction! the!equipment! list,!





the!outdoor! location!of!many! scenes!and!some! lower! level! side! lighting! to!help!make!
the! actors! look! sculpted! and! crisp.! ! The! lighting! needed! to! overcome! the! flat! and!
inconsistent!looks,!as!was!a!problem!with!The!Winter’s!Tale.!!!The!plot!included!low!side!
lighting!to!avoid!this!problem.! !The!design!also! included! lighting!to!support! the!sound!




support! of! the! show,! and! showed! that! I! was! moving! beyond! prior! weaknesses.!!
Remembering!what!it!is!the!show!would!need!and!not!just!what!the!lighting!in!hand!can!














lighting! instruments! and! how! to! best! light! the! walls! around! the! theatre.! ! These!
experiments! led! to! changes! in! the!area! lighting! instrumentation!choices! to! lights!with!
higher! output,!more!precise!quality! beam! control! and! consistency.! ! The!units! lighting!
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the! walls! were! also! relocated! to! newly! created! positions! in! order! to! achieve! better!
coverage.!!Having!learned!the!importance!of!sidelight,!the!tests!led!me!to!move!the!fill!
lights!to!a!lower!side!angle.!!In!addition!the!angle!of!the!area!lights!was!also!adjusted!to!
a!much! lower! angle.! ! The! original! high! angle! had! been! chosen! to! reduce! glare! from!
lighting! in! the!round.! !Ultimately! it!was!more! important! for! the!actors! to! look!natural!
and!have!better!plasticity.!!Glare!was!not!a!problem!with!the!lower!angle.!
I!prepared! for!paper! tech!by!placing!all!of!my!cues! into!my!designer’s!book.! ! I!
chose! not! to! number! the! cues! and! did! not! name! them! either.! ! During! paper! tech! I!
numbered!cues!as!we!went!which!allowed!me!to!add!and!remove!as!we!went!through!
without!putting!odd!cue!numbers!and!point!cues!into!the!show.!!Although!this!did!keep!
the!number!of!point!cues! lower,! it!made!me! less!prepared!as! I!had! to! flip!back!a! few!
pages! to! find! the! last! light! cue’s! number! to! give! the! stage!manager! the! current! cue!
number!correctly.!!Ultimately!I!added!point!cues!anyway!and!again!had!I!just!committed!
from!the!beginning!I!would!have!been!more!prepared.!!I!learned!yet!again!that!delaying!














Most! of! the! cues! which! retained! a! time! of! 3.9! seconds! after! the! long! technical!
rehearsals!became!4.0!seconds.!!
I!did!not! label!my!cues! in!my!script!and!should!have!simply!copied!what! I!had!
labeled!everything!in!the!light!board!to!my!book.!!It!would!have!made!it!much!easier!to!
track!what!I!was!doing!and!stay!better!organized!during!technicals.!
During! level! set!with! the!director,! I!was! able! to! show!what! the! systems!were,!
what!they!did!and!suggestions!at!how!they!might!be!used!in!the!show.!!This!allowed!the!
director! to! see! the! tools! with! which! I! would! be! working! and! would! allow! for! more!





the! show! and! this! allowed! me! to! get! the! timing! of! the! cueing! for! the! breakdown!
moments!correct!before!technicals.!!This!meant!that!even!if!the!cue!did!not!look!correct,!
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the! timing!would! synchronize!with! the! sound! thereby! saving! considerable! time! later.!!
The!time!spent!working!by!myself!preparing! for! the!technical! to!come!was!one!of! the!
most!successful!moments!in!my!process.!!Ensuring!that!I!wasn’t!tired!and!setting!myself!




my! special! effects!moments! in! the! show!although!not! perfect,!were!no! longer! a! high!






The! reasoning!behind! the!pick! three! tool! is! that! it! forces! the!designer! to! think! about!
what!the!essential!elements!are!for!the!scene.!!It!allows!the!designer!not!to!muddy!the!
scene!by! turning!on! too!many! fixtures.! !After!making!alterations! to!cues!and!satisfied!
that!the!show!had!a!base!look!for!each!moment!and!it!was!now!time!to!further!develop!
the!lighting!in!the!direction!of!my!research.!
Day! two! saw! significant! improvement! in! the! lighting.! ! With! guidance! from!
Professor!Jim!Hunter!to!break!scenes!down!into!a!few!crucial!elements,!we!were!able!to!
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change! one! of! the!more! exciting! breakdown! scene! systems! to! being! another! foliage!
system!in!order!to!create!a!more!suggestive!look!of!outdoors!to!the!show.!!This!was!a!
lesson!that!I!needed!to!learn!as!I!would!have!never!made!that!change!if!left!to!my!own!
devices.! ! I! learned! that! it! is! important! to! step!back! and! look! at! your!work! so! far! and!
make! an! objective! choice! that! will! best! serve! the! show.! ! This! new! approach! led! to!
adding! unused! lights! and! focusing! them!at! the! stage! creating! additional! color! toning.!!
Coming!back!to!look!at!everything!after!making!all!of!those!changes,!the!daytime!scenes!
started!to!take! form.! !The! lighting!was!clean!and!crisp!and!better!sculpted!the!actor’s!
bodies! and! faces.! ! Using! more! highly! contrasting! colors! from! the! four! point! system!
meant!the!shadows!would!appear!as!different!colors!giving!the!actors!a!plastic!look.!!An!
element!of!working!in!Longstreet!Theatre!as!opposed!to!Drayton!Theatre!was!the!design!






audience! is!viewing!from,!the!actor! is! lit! the!same.! !The!arena! layout!also!can!be!very!
limiting!to!sidelight.!!In!a!traditional!proscenium!theatre!the!sidelight!spill!will!disappear!
into!the!opposite!wing!space.!!In!the!arena!setup,!this!would!project!light!into!the!face!
of! the!audience.! ! In! Longstreet! theatre! there!are!vomitoria!or!entrances!between! the!
audience! seating! sections! from!which! the! actors!might! enter! the! stage.! ! It!was! these!
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entrances! in! which! low! sidelight! was! used! so! that! the! spill! would! be! cast! into! the!
opposite!vomitoria,!and!not!into!the!eyes!of!the!audience.!
We!were!finally!at!the!first!dress!rehearsal!the!costumes!enhanced!the!lighting.!!
It! was! mesmerizing! to! see! the! way! the! lighting! molded! around! the! clothing.! ! Most!
notably!the!white!wedding!dresses!took!all!different!colors!of!light!and!looked!incredible!
due!to!the!folds!in!the!fabric.!!Adding!some!blue!low!side!fill!further!enhanced!this!effect!




atmosphere! around! the! audience.! ! This! made! the! whole! environment! feel! unified.!!
There!was!not! sufficient! coverage!or!brightness!meaning! there!were!dark! spots!along!
the! walls.! Reluctantly,! but! having! learned! from! prior! mistakes! all! colors! were!
repurposed!to!add!to!the!blue!wash.!!!The!flexibility!to!make!the!walls!turn!other!colors!





have! been! straying! from! reality! revealed! themselves.! ! Again,! prior! research! into! the!
playwright! would! have! benefitted! the! design.! ! I! would! have! known! where! these!
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times! it! became! clear! from! the! language! and! heightened! emotional! content! of! those!
scenes!that!they!were!never!meant!to!be!realistic!scenes.!!They!should!have!been!in!the!
same! world! as! all! of! the! other! nonZrealistic! moments! throughout! the! show.!!
Unfortunately!it!was!far!too!late!to!make!such!radical!changes!but!it!was!a!worthwhile!
exercise! to! learn! what! I! had!missed.! ! Again,! had! the! research! been! conducted! early!
enough,!I!would!have!come!to!this!conclusion!far!earlier!in!the!process!and!would!have!
had!a!more!complete!design!for!the!show.!!In!addition,!a!stronger!early!relationship!with!






the! beginning! of! technical! rehearsals.! ! This! was! a! problem! caused! by! way! the! show!




convinced! that! the!dramatic! changes!would!make! sense! throughout!and! look!good!at!
the! same! time.! ! After! Jim’s! help! and! suggestions! about!what! to! do! and! showing! the!
director!new!ideas!which!did!look!very!beautiful,!he!was!willing!to!go!much!further!than!
he!had!initially.!
Big!Love!was!a!step! in!the!right!direction!for!me!yet! it! is!clear!that!researching!

































allowed! for! more! candid! discussion.! Meeting! with! the! director,! Professor! Robert!
Richmond,!I!felt!renewed!excitement!about!the!project!inspired!by!the!rules!specific!to!
this! production.! ! Richmond! is! known! for! shortened! scripts! and! stylized! productions.!!
Richmond’s! inspiration! for! this! production! came! from! the! Herge! comics,! Tintin.!!
Shakespeare’s!story!would!take!place!in!a!world!inspired!by!that!of!Tintin.!!Having!grown!
up!watching!Tintin! I!was! immediately! at!home!with! the!world!being! created!and!was!
able!to!relate!with!what!Robert!was!suggesting.!!The!world!would!need!to!be!extremely!
colorful! and! vivid! with! wellZdefined! lines! and! edges.! ! Everything! the! audience! sees!
would!be!overstated.! !We!would!have!slapstick!moments!and!exaggerated!movement.!!
We!would! have! dancing! girls,! singing! and! it! would! bring! aspects! of! a!musical! to! this!
traditional!nonZmusical!play.!!!
Color!decisions!with!the! lighting!would!need!to!be!bolder.! ! In!keeping!with!the!
“pop!out”!quality!of!Tintin,!the!lines!of!the!actors!bodies!should!be!noticeable!by!using!
low! side! light! as! well! as! strong! backlight! to! help! accentuate! the! shape! of! the! actors!
onstage.! ! The! comic! book! approach! allows! the! lighting! to! be! very! overstated! with!
obvious!cueing.!!The!audience!should!perceive!the!lighting.!!The!challenge!for!noticeable!















Color!and!Street!Scenes!! ! ! !!!Herge’s!use!of!Lighting!
!
The!design!of!the!show!would!be!similar!in!style!to!the!1951!film!An!American!in!
Paris! in! that! the!play!would!have!several!dance!numbers! throughout.! !The! transitions!
would!feature!musical!dance!numbers!and!would!feature!sections!of!the!story,!acting!as!
not! only! a! chance! to! set! the! stage! for! the! next! scene,! but! to! tell! a! story! of! what! is!
















! This!was!my! first! time!working!with! scenic! design! student! and!MFA! candidate!
Heather!Abraham.!!She!aimed!to!push!the!boundaries!of!what!the!set!could!bring!to!the!
production.!!Being!familiar!with!Heather’s!work,!I!knew!that!the!set!would!be!a!canvas!
to! light! and! would! need! to! apportion! lighting! equipment! to! this.! ! Therefore! using!
lighting!to!enhance!the!scenic!elements!would!be!important.! !Heather!uses! ideas!such!
as! translucency!and!shape!to!give!the! lighting!designer!more!to!work!with.! !As!such,! I!
placed! set! accents! on!my! shopping! list.! ! She! was! planning! a! market! scene! from! the!
Middle!East! to!be! the! town!square.! !The!buildings!would!be!a!gray!color!allowing! the!
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lighting!to!control! the!color!palette! for!each!scene.! !The!set!also! limited!placement!of!
lighting! instruments.! The! opportunities! provided! for! the! lighting! by! the! scenic! design!
coupled!with!the!many!needs!for!lighting!from!the!production!itself!presented!a!unique!
and! complex! challenge.! ! Deciding! where! to! place! electrics! that! would! not! show! the!




The! rig!would!need! to!achieve!many!different! tasks,!but! that!having! learned! from!Big!
Love,!the!lighting!for!the!transitions!would!not!be!at!the!expense!of!successfully!lighting!
the! majority! content! of! the! production.! Although! the! scenic! design! inspired! a! very!
creative!lighting!treatment,! it!was!clear!from!the!plans!that! it!would!be!difficult!to!get!
light! into!certain! locations.! !After! taking! time! to!absorb! the!plans,! I! saw! the!set!as!an!




resulted! in! seeing! the! structural! frame! of! the! flats! used! to! create! the! buildings.! ! The!
structure!of!the!buildings!had!not!been!designed!to!accommodate!being!backlit!and!the!


















from! research! images!of! town! centers! in! the!Middle! East,!we!added! festoon! lanterns!













The! costumes! designed! by! MFA! candidate! Amy! Turner! closely! matched! this!





to!make! any! combination! of! costumes! look! good! at! any! one! time.! ! The! best! way! to!
achieve! this! is! to! project! light! that! contains! the! entire! color! spectrum! thereby!
guaranteeing!that!any!color!costume!will!have!light!that! it!can!reflect!to!the!eye.! !This!













scenic! breakdown! sheet! and! kept! it! with! me! during! tech! in! order! to! keep! on! track.!!
Sections! of! rehearsals! were! video! recorded! in! order! to! help! preZcue! the! transitions.!!
While! there!were!certain!depth!perception! issues! related! to!using! the!video! it!helped!
develop!the!preZprogrammed!cueing.!
There!were!moments! in!the!show!that!would!need!specific!and!stylized! lighting! looks.!!
Those! would! include! the! tango,! which! would! need! hot! sexy! lighting.! ! This! would!
translate!into!adding!PAR!cans!and!using!saturated!orange!and!red!colors.!!This!specific!
equipment! was! chosen! because! of! its! very! intense! output.! !With! the! tight! space! for!
sidelight,! this! meant! the! lighting! could! still! have! strong! visual! impact! without! large!
quantities! of! equipment! having! to! be! seen.! ! The! scene! shifts! would! use! down! light!
specials! inspired!by!the!film!Nine,!to!create!a!cabaret!feel.! !The!jail!scenes!would!have!
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additional! scenery!and!would!need! scene! lighting! that!would!not! spill! or!project!onto!
this! scenery!and!by!doing! so!desaturate! the! intentional! coloring!of! the! set!with!other!
lighting!systems.!!Outside!the!house!of!Antipholus!we!would!need!to!create!the!illusion!
that! those!onstage! looking!out!at! the!audience!would!be! looking! into! the!windows!at!














unforeseen! and! yet! completely! unrelated! circumstances.! ! This! was! a! significant!
challenge!and!left!me!with!a!limited!amount!of!time!in!which!to!cue!the!show.!!Given!my!
inexperience! with! this! complex! type! of! a! production,! my! initial! cueing! was! not!
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particularly! successful.! ! The! director! was! far! from! satisfied! and! from! this! point! on! I!
would! no! longer! be! able! to! recover! his! trust! in!me.! !While! there!were!many! lighting!
tools!present!in!the!design!they!were!not!tailored!specifically!enough!to!this!production.!!




saturated! enough! to! read!well! on! stage.! ! Unfortunately! this!was! something! that!was!
never!truly!addressed,!but!in!eliminating!color!choices,!and!options,!the!cyclorama!was!
able!to!look!acceptable.!
Designing! the! different! scenes! would! have! been! significantly! easier! had! my!
research! been!more! scene! specific.! !My! research! had! been! very! general! and! had!not!
been!completed!with!a!specific!set!of! images!for!each!scene! in!mind.! !This!resulted! in!





It!was! clear! that! the! lighting!was!not! vibrant!or!bright! enough.! ! The! costumes!
looked!dull!and!we!were!losing!the!comic!feel!we!had!intended!with!the!show.!!As!such!
much! recuing!was! required! and! after!much! reworking! the! show! did! eventually! come!
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together.! ! The! single! biggest! mistake! I! had! made! with! the! design! process! was! in!
completing!my!research.! ! I!had!not!delved!deeply! into!what! it!was! I!wanted!each!and!
every!individual!scene!to!look!like.!!I!had!completed!the!research!and!done!so!early!but!
hadn’t! revisited!and! tailored! the! research!as! the!design!process!progressed.! ! I! knew! I!
had!the!flexibility!to!create!many!different!looks!but!not!necessarily!the!ones!I!needed.!!!
After!the!show!opened! I!went!through!and!completed!the!research!as! I!should!
have,! not! only! titling! scenes! by! name! or! with! locational! imagery,! but! also! locating!
images!that!assisted!in!evoking!the!appropriate!emotions.!!For!example!the!tango!scene!
was! not! simply! a! tango,! it! was! a! tango! between! two! people! who! were! passionately!
attracted!to!one!another,!and!the!girl!is!losing!her!innocence.!!It!is!very!sensual!and!sexy!
and!simply!describing!and!imagining!it!as!a!sexy!tango!dance!was!not!sufficient.!!Instead!
I! imagined! it! as! a! rainy! street! in! Paris! in! the! summer,!where! its! hot! and! humid,! and!
romantic! yet! passionate.! ! Neon! lights! and! streetlamps! illuminate! the! world! and! are!
reflected! on! the! wet! ground.! ! This! detailed! imagery! makes! for! a! far! more! exciting!















Another! element! I! had! overlooked!was! the! idea! of! having! followspots! for! the!
show.! ! Although! the! scene! leading! up! the! Abbess! would! involve! lots! of! actors! in! an!
intense! chase! scene,! a! followspot! had! not! been! placed! onto! the! list! of! needs! for! the!
show.!!The!idea!had!been!initially!that!there!might!be!a!followspot!backstage!as!part!of!











Certain! ideas! used! to! help! myself! get! organized! did! help.! ! Making! a! scene!
breakdown!and!labeling!it!with!pages!in!the!script,!titling!the!scenes!myself!and!noting!
details!such!as!time!of!day!and!location!were!invaluable!tools.!!!This!allowed!me!to!know!
exactly!what! each! scene!would! need! at! least! at! its!most! basic! level.! ! The! next! time! I!
make! such! a! sheet! it! will! include! research! imagery! allowing!me! to! link! ideas,! design!
fragments!and!lay!out!exactly!what!scenes!should!look!like!ahead!of!time!keeping!all!of!
that!information!in!one!easy!to!see!location.!
This!was!yet!another!production!where!my! research!had!been! insufficient.! !By!
completing!the!exercise!of!naming!each!scene!with!an!evocative!title!I!fully!understand!
the! artistic! qualities! that! will! need! to! be! present! in! my! future! research.! ! I! now!























! ! ! ! ZBlanche,!A!Streetcar!Named!Desire
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This! production! of! A! Streetcar! Named! Desire! would! provide! me! another!
opportunity!to!work!with!guest!director!Chris!Clavelli.!!The!University!of!South!Carolina’s!
Department! of! Theatre! and! Dance’s! fall! 2011! production! in! Drayton! Theatre! would!







protection! from! a! modern! world! she! does! not! understand.! ! Blanche! insists! that! her!
southern! aristocratic!way! is! the! right!way! to! live! and! the! fact! that! this! is! based! on! a!
made!up!history!only!causes!her!further!emotional!turmoil.!!Blanche’s!past!is!a!troubled!
one!from!which!she!cannot!escape.!!She!therefore!makes!up!her!own!version!of!reality!
and! chooses! to! live! in! that.! ! She! cannot! integrate! into! this! new!modern! world! as! it!









her! class! snobbery,!but! in! that!Stanley! is!a! strong!male!encompassing!everything! that!
her!young!husband!was!not.!!It!was!this!sensitive!man!who!had!an!affair!on!her!with!an!















Paintings! such! as! those! by! Alan! Flattman! helped! me! to! grasp! the! evocation!




a! working! class! life! where! happiness! is! found! in! the! simplicity! of! life.! ! Images! alone!
would! not! suffice! and! researching! the! history! of! New! Orleans! was! a! necessity.! ! The!
French! influences! add! a! certain! romantic! flair,! as! does! the! vibrant! jazz! scene.! ! ReZ
reading! the! play! at! this! point! increased! my! understanding! of! how! Stella! might! feel!
coming! into! this! town! and! why! she! would! reject! her! upbringing.! ! She! would! fell! in!
passionate!love!with!her!simple!life!with!Stanley.!!She!is!living!a!wonderfully!warm!and!
exciting! life,! where! the! fun! of! the! moment! is! more! important! than! what! may! come!
tomorrow.!!It!is!truly!a!romantic!ideal.!!It!is!hard!to!imagine!why!Blanche!wouldn’t!want!
to!fall!in!love!with!this!lifestyle!too.!!After!researching!her!character!it!became!clear!that!






this!were!a!maze! in!which!we!could!get! lost.! !This! image!relates!to!how!Blanche!feels!

























The! play! requires! that! every! once! in! a! while! the! audience! and! Blanche! be!
separated!from!the!world!of!reality,!to!escape!into!the!world!inside!of!Blanche’s!mind.!I!
was! very! interested! in! how! subtle! we! could! make! these! moments! and! use! external!
reasoning! for! shifts.! ! I! wanted! the! lighting! changes! to! always! be! explainable! by!















the! play!was! exciting! and! striking! to!me,! but! his! concern! that! the! production! do! the!
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poetry! justice! was! his! strongest! concern! in! addressing! the! design! team.! ! In! design!
meetings!we!discussed! ideas!about!what!Blanche’s!world!might! look! like!and!how!we!
might! integrate! it! with! the! production.! ! Chris! said! that! the!world! inside! of! Blanche’s!
head! was! a! very! dark! colorful! and! blurry! world.! ! Chris! made! it! clear! he! wanted!
separation!between!the!world!inside!of!Blanche’s!head!and!the!rest!of!the!production.!!
It!was!clear! that! lighting!and!sound!would!need!to!coordinate! in!order! to!make!this!a!
more! pronounced!moment.! ! At! this! point! I! knew! that!my! initial! instinct! to!make! the!
transitions!seamless!wouldn’t!work.!!!!
! As!we!moved!into!technical!rehearsals,!we!ran!into!challenges.!!The!first!involved!
the! lighting! console! malfunctioning! and! losing! all! of! the! programmed! data! put! into!






backlight!would! rarely! be! used! as! a! result.! ! There!were! also! not! enough! instruments!
dedicated! to! motivated! lighting! such! as! table! lamp! support! lights! or! lights! through!
windows!which!meant!that!whenever!more!light!was!needed!to!highlight!actor’s!faces,!
the!front!light!became!the!only!option.!!This!front!light!flattened!the!actors!on!stage!and!





























next! production.! ! Having! a! list! of! channels! alongside! of! the! groundplan! on! the!magic!
sheet!led!me!to!reference!the!channel!list!only.!!I!attempted!to!force!myself!to!use!the!
graphical! portion! of! the!magic! sheet! by! folding! over! the! channel! list! section! but! this!
approach!slowed!my!down!further.!!Instead!of!thinking!of!the!stage!as!having!areas!each!
with!many!different!systems!next!time!I!will!try!a!layout!that!is!more!systems!based!than!
stage! direction! based.! ! My! cue! structure! in! the! console! was! also! confusing! and! not!

























When! the! University! of! South! Carolina’s! Department! of! Theatre! and! Dance!
announced!they!would!be!producing! Iizuka’s!Polaroid!Stories! in! the! fall!of!2011,! I!was!
thrilled! to! have! the! opportunity! to! design! the! lighting.! ! Having! designed! Iizuka’s!
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Language! of! Angels! recently,! I! enjoyed! the! ways! in! which! lighting! can! play! a! role! in!






in! approaches! yet! the! stories! of! the! characters! and! a! focus! on! their! being! homeless!
were!the!only!consistency.!!!
Meeting!with!the!scenic!designer,!Professor!Nic!Ularu!I!was!able!to!see!what!the!
set! would! look! like.! ! The! idea! of! the! setting! as! an! abandoned! destroyed! overpass!
certainly!appealed!to!me!and!allowed!me!a!framework!with!which!to!reZread!the!play.!!









At! this!point! in!my!process! I!had!sufficient!research!that! I!believed!might!work!
for!the!production,!and!set!about!attempting!to!recreate!my!research!with!actual!lights!
in!the!theatre.!!I!experimented!using!water!pans!to!create!puddles!reflecting!moonlight!
effects,!Christmas! lights!on!the!theatres! lighting!grid!at!a! low!level!to!create!stars!and!
playing!with!color!and!angle!to!achieve!bold!looks.!!!























production.! ! It! has! a! bold! green! color! that! is! representative! of! characters! such! as!
Narcissus!or!Persephone,!and!has!a!gutted!out!stripped,!bare!feel!about!it.!There!is!trash!
and!dirt!all!over!the!place,!nothing!is!nice!or!clean!or!new.!!This!image!evokes!despair,!it!





















systems! would! go! everywhere.! ! This! would! eventually! become! a! significant! mistake.!!
After!the!focus,! it!became!clear!to!me!that!the!general!area! light!approach!would!not!




the! show! and!was! able! to! use! that! and!my! cue! list! to! program! the! show.! ! This! was!
lighting!design! in!a!most! raw! form.! !Putting!a! light! for!a! single!purpose!and!designing!



















The!drawback! to! the! late! refocus!and! redesign!of! the! show!was! that!all!of!my!
paperwork,!especially!my!magic!sheet!was!no!longer!current.!!I!remade!my!magic!sheet!









my! cue! structure! in! the! console! and! on! paper! made! me! more! prepared.! ! Although!
significant! refocusing!was! required,! because! of! how! prepared! I!was! in! the! beginning,!
this! did! not! noticeably! set! me.! ! From! this! production! I! have! learned! how! to! be! as!



























on! included!the!Women!of! the!World!summit!at!Lincoln!Center!where! I! created!all!of!






with!productivity.! ! Al! taught!me! that! although! you!need! to! create!quickly,! efficiently,!
respectfully!and!on!budget,!that!you!must!do!all!of!these!things!while!bringing!a!unique!
and!creative!style!to!your!work.!!Al!taught!me!that!what!separates!the!designer!from!the!
technician! is! the! artistry! with! which! they! do! everything.! ! Everything! from! the! first!










imageryZwise.! ! This! is! a! tool! I!will! be! able! to! use! to! create! emotion! and! keep!myself!
organized! as! I! develop! research! for! lighting! scenes! in! the! future.! ! Having! one! image!
collaged!together! in!a!creative!manner!where!the!style!of!not! just! the! images!but! the!
collage! itself,!helps!me!to!connect! further!with!each!scene!and! in! technicals!allow!me!
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productions! and! classes,! and! combining! that! with! the! newfound! young! professional!
attitude!has!made!grow! immensely!as!a!designer.! ! !My!research!has!been!the!area!of!
furthest!growth!and!is!the!one!part!of!design!that!starts!the!whole!process.!!I!now!have!
a! process! in! place! that! can! take! a! production! from! the! first!meeting! all! the!way! into!
opening!night!successfully.! ! It!all!stems!from!research!and!how!it! is!used.!!Researching!
everything! about! a!production! is! the!most! important! step! in! every!project.! ! Research!
must! include! the! playwright,! the! locations! in! the! show,! the! other! members! of! the!
creative! team,! the! history! of! other! productions,! related! works! and! any! historic!
significance!associated!with!the!play.!!This!must!be!then!used!to!form!own!ideas!prior!to!












and! only! if! the! research! supports! the! direction! should! the! design! process! progress.!!
Mood!boards!and!pictorial!research!should!be!organized!into!a!binder!and!coupled!with!
a! detailed! scene! breakdown.! ! After! this! I! the! list! of! needs! and! wants! need! to! be!
examined!in!conjunction!with!the!equipment!list!in!order!to!create!a!channel!list.!!At!this!
point!it!is!critical!to!reread!the!play!with!the!tools!in!the!channel!list!in!mind.!!If!there!are!
moments! that! cannot! be! imagined! visually! and! how! to! achieve! the! visuals! using! the!
available!tools,!what!they!look!like,!this!needs!to!be!resolved.!!Only!at!this!point!should!
the!channel! list!be!turned! into!a!plot.! !Once!the!plot! is!complete!and!turned! in!to!the!
producing!organization,!there!is!time!to!place!cues!into!the!script.! !Again!this!will!take!
refinement!by!means!of! rereading!the!script.! ! It! is!helpful! to! take!the!channel! list!and!
plot!and!draw!up! in!my!case!a! systems!driven!magic! sheet! the!week!before! technical!
rehearsals.!!Having!multiple!projects!at!the!same!time!can!become!confusing!and!I!have!
found! that!preparing! the!magic! sheet!close! to! technical! is!helpful! in! refreshing!myself!
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